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Cheryl Laughlin is an award-winning 
screenwriter, multi-genre copywriter, and 
memoir/nonfiction ghostwriter based in 
Northern California. She’s wired for words and 
amp’d to tell your personal and business stories. 
She writes industry and personal columns 
for Script Magazine, Stage 32, and Women 
You Should Know, while her own memoir 
garnered Top 25 in Roadmap Authors Write 
Start Competition. Her client pitches have 
been picked up in national media such as USA 
Today, Nylon, Good Day Sacramento, Woman’s 
Day, and Woman’s World. Cheryl blends her 
collaborative work style to create impactful 
communications. Discover her Beautiful Mind 
techniques to uncover your story’s true voice 
and connect to universal themes that will 
resonate with readers and media alike. Work 
overview at linkedin.com/in/cheryllaughlin/.

Creative Copywriter, Memoir Ghostwriter,
Developmental Editor, & Academic Writer
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You march right back in there young lady, 
apologize, and pay for that bubble gum.

– My Midwestern Mom

Kindergarten is hell. Well, maybe not recess and snacks and nap time. That is 
all awesome and amaze. No complaints there. To this day, I can time travel back 
to my cozy kindergarten cot by transmeditating with some animal crackers and 
lukewarm milk... and by transmeditating, I mean snarfing animal crackers head 
first after a proper dunking in the cream I keep around for coffee. Because, you 
know, animal crackers are paleo, right?

But seriously, lurking beneath that happy-smiley-face façade of kindergarten 
is my arch nemesis Show-And-Tell that changed the course of my life. Plus, a 
bizarre battle royale between Good Cheryl vs. Bad Cheryl in a bulletin-board 
shaming that resulted in a stick in my head. Oh, we are definitely gonna talk that 
one out later.

From Day One, I was seriously misled about what was about to go down 
in kindergarten. Parent people told me I would learn to read. Then why 
was I rushing home bawling and inconsolable that afternoon? My practical 
Midwestern mom thought I was homesick or worse, already bullied for my weird 
way with words. Yeah, I was that kid, yammering in class about how “ecstatic” I 
was to be there. Or how “asinine” No. 2 pencils are. Come on, it has to be a bad 
word. You say “ass” in it. Oh, and what kindergarten kid asks another five-year-
old, “What’s on your agenda for today’s play time?” 

But nope, no bullying. I’d save up my bullying experiences for 30 years later 
at the hands of an unbalanced boss and a transit cop who harassed me for 
jaywalking to avoid a meth drug deal. For now, I was full-on losing it because I 
had not learned to read on my first day of kindergarten and enough was enough. 
Like so many kids, I had been sold a breezy image of where kindergarten would 
lead me. In no time, I’d be checking out piles of books from the library sans adult, 
all because I could now write my name and phone number for my own library 
card. This, of course, was just the first step in my accelerated slapdash through 
all the grades. Teachers would marvel at the genius grade skipper. Then poof—

Cheryl Laughlin

Confessions of a Kindergarten Klepto
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off to a top college to become a writer of import. Apparently, I was destined for 
a turn-of-the-century writer’s life that my below-average SATs would later try to 
undermine. 

off to a top college to become a writer of import. Apparently, I was destined for 
a turn-of-the-century writer’s life that my below-average SATs would later try to 
undermine. 

But instead of my rise to writer extraordinaire, my mom broke it to me—the 
reading and writing thing was more than just a one-day webinar. I quit crying and 
became chill AF. Then I refocused all my tiny energy—on stealing as much shit as 
I could from that kindergarten class.

***
I started small, as all kleptos do. I scoped out communal property that seemed 
less wrong to steal. I mean, ethereal school dollars definitely bought that Snoopy 
picture book, Barbie doll dress, and little firefighter figure who looked really 
cool on the fire engine back home in my bedroom. All these items had another 
thing in common—they could easily be palmed and slid into my backpack. And 
since I grew up in Ohio, most months the overburdened kindergarten teacher 
was preoccupied with wrestling all of us into our polar jackets, boots, mittens, 
hats, and scarfs. She had no patience left to care about some piddly, Dollar Store 
ephemera that had gone missing.

But no klepto stays small for long. Ask those Netflix TRINKETS girls. They’ll 
back me up. We dream of bigger things quickly. So I stepped up to the good 
stuff tucked away in the class supply closet. Challenge accepted. The storage 
area was on the way to the bathroom, so not a bad setup. I just needed to raise 
my hand and constantly ask to go to the bathroom. Maybe I should have feared 
more for my social standing as I became that weird girl who goes the restroom 
every 30 minutes. But the urge to steal won out. And I was no dummy when it 
came to planning my new klepto endeavors. For some reason, you always had to 
tell the teacher if you were going number 1 or number 2. Well, obviously I had to 
go number 2 all the time because the teacher wouldn’t expect me back for way 
longer.

This gave me the perfect amount of time for my tiny heists. I’d hold up my two 
little fingers, as if to say, “Peace, Miss M, number 2 up.” And per usual, my teacher 
was completely unphased, as if thinking, “Good for you, little person, eating so 
much fiber at such a young age.”
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Of course, I’d hit the bathroom first, in case I actually had to pee. And then I’d 
slide into that storage room, which for some reason was never locked. I guess 
no kindergarten teacher expects thievery to start so young. And boy, she really 
should have protected all the goodies in that supply room. There was glitter and 
scratch-and-sniff stickers and my fav—clay. But not just normal clay. Boxes of 
super fun, heavenly scented clay. From the first bar I stole, I knew I needed more. 
I could never go back to the bland smell of Playdough when strawberry-smelling 
pink clay waited for me behind that door. 

It was a short time before I was totally primed to go big time. But the next step 
was fraught with moral issues… is it wrong to steal from Show-And-Tell? All those 
things belong to your friends or at least kindergarten acquaintances. But how 
do you turn back when you’ve already fallen under the spell of scented clay? I 
was all in. But maybe my tiny five-year-old brain wasn’t as advanced as I thought. 
Because for my first big Show-And-Tell snatch-and-grab, I went too big and then 
it all went horribly wrong. 
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Cheryl Laughlin

Most screenwriters find themselves in the word-expanding position of writing a 
short script into a fleshed out, feature-length script. You’ve written and possibly 
filmed a short that caught the attention of a producer who wants to take your 
story to the next level. So, you let loose and your characters can breathe deep 
for a full 100+ pages.

But walking anomaly that I am, I found myself in the opposite word-crushing 
position of compacting a feature film screenplay down to a 15-page short.

For a New York minute, I had an option for my screenplay The GYST List (okay, 
maybe more like a Montana minute when all was said and done). A pitch using 
my Top 10% placement in the Nicholl Fellowship helped snag an option with 
producers in SoCal, but not in the way I’d envisioned. The option requested a 
short version of the feature to shoot as a marketing tool to fund the feature.

A true minimalist at heart, I thought I could just dig deep and KonMari my way 
through scenes. “Does this scene spark joy? Nope… gone.” But sadly, an eclectic 
Japanese sock-folding declutter technique was not going to magically guide me 
to cut, paste and squash my screenplay to one-sixth its original size.

So, with a three-week deadline taunting me every night after I left my cube, I 
loaded up on green tea mints and Starbucks ristretto shots. And I learned how 
to reverse engineer a feature script to a short.

Here are a few of the mini epiphanies that emerged from this creative challenge.

Embrace Controlled Chaos

There’s no way around massive deletes when you need only 15 minutes of 
material from 100 pages. So gear down for controlled chaos.

The Long Way Round to 
Writing a Short Film
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Feel your way back to the core of your story. Mentally search for the original 
tickle on your brain – that first simple thought that gave you the vague feeling 
for the beginning, middle and end before it was loaded down with 100+ pages.

Scribble down those core moments (or bust out those index cards if those are 
your tool of choice.) Keep referring back to that core as you delete scenes en 
masse.

Accept the Devastation

Somehow acceptance is a key part of any life change, and rewriting is no 
exception. Although I must admit, the annihilation involved in getting down to a 
15-page short was eye opening.

Take a tired moment to acknowledge the devastation. Characters have fallen to 
never get up again. Beautiful hard-earned moments disappeared into the ether. 
And darn it, that ending does not work anymore in the short version.

Maybe the only solace from this first big rewrite is your original script is safe and 
sound, saved on a flash drive (because you always back up your script, right?) 
Plus, there just might be a glimmer of a new brilliant ending waiting for you.

So, take a big swig of coffee and head back into that final rewrite Game of 
Thrones Leroy Jenkins style.

Resist the Siren Song of the Cliché

This was the diciest part of the rewrite for me. I was so close but not quite to 15 
pages. Three pages refused to go down quietly. Normally, I live by the mantra, 
“Find the cliché and throw it away.” But darn it, cutting those last few pages had 
me grasping for the easiest cliché to float by – like a drowning writer stranded in 
an ocean of useless words.

This is what I latched on to:

As Young Lucky passes out, her eyes close tight --

INT. LUCKY’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY
-- then snap open again, startled. These are the eyes of a 24-year-old 
MADGASCAR (LUCKY) O’MALLEY with red-streaked hair, lying on a futon...
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Instead of letting go of the flash forward that could not survive in a 15-page 
format, I stumbled with the “Snap to eyes wide open” cliché as a quick transition. 
When I tried to push this shameful writing past a trusted reader friend, she 
pushed back:

“Dear Lord. Don’t be that writer, Cheryl. All of us screeners cringe the second 
we read or see eyes close and snap open to an older character.”

“But Pirates of the Caribbean did it.”

“Is this a fairy tale or fantasy script?”

“No...”

And delete.

At least I didn’t grab onto “Early morning shower to show my day” opening. 
Apparently I have some writer boundaries.

Hello New Awesome Ending

The ending no longer fit the short’s scenes. Son of a…

Defeated, I mentally let go of the last shred of my original feature. And a new 
ending appeared. And it earned the final moment so well that I swapped out the 
feature script’s ending. Plus, a couple of other scenes from the short swapped 
into the feature with a bit more finesse.

Once you embrace the ability to cut precious moments left and right, the 
changes can actually work in reverse to re-inform the feature-length script. 
Well, that was an unexpected bonus. Righteous.

Final thoughts… Screw It

In Big Magic, Elizabeth Gilbert relates having to hack three pages off an already 
lean 10-page short story for Esquire magazine. Her initial thought: “If artists do 
not uphold a standard of incorruptibility in this nefarious world, who will? On 
the other hand, screw it. Because let’s be honest: It wasn’t the Magna Carta… I 
grabbed a red pencil and I cut that thing down to the bone.”

Her final story was not better or worse, just transformed. And therein was the 
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big break that landed Gilbert her agent and sent her down the path of a best-
selling author.

I felt the same with my new short. It was just different and had taken my 
minimalist writing skills to the brink and back. I flexed, I anguished, I conquered. 
Then I made it through a table read where I took some good notes and some 
awful notes. But I was writing and learning and fighting the good fight.

So screw it…. Know going in that a massive rewrite from a feature to a short ain’t 
gonna be pretty. Unspeakable words will be flung at the computer screen and 
possibly the spectre of the person who sent you down this seemingly intractable 
path. But you will emerge an even more polished pro with a short screenplay in 
hand, even if the option expires along the way.

At least you can tell the next producer, “Actually, I do have a short version of this 
script… you know, to showcase my full range of writing talents.”

And that’s it, my final epiphany before I fell into a sleep-deprived stupor. 
Apparently there is a limit to the number of espresso shots you can pound in 
three weeks.
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Discover the Introvert’s Yes

I know what you’re thinking, “Umm, Cheryl, Year of Yes by Shonda Rhimes came 
out in 2015. Eons ago in internet time. Plus it’s the beginning of April.” But when 
you find yourself immersed in what is now one of your fav books, all you wonder 
is, Why the heck didn’t I read this book sooner?

In my defense, Year of Yes has been on my Read This Now (aka When You Finally 
Freakin’ Slow Down) List. It truly feels like it just released this month, in my Dr. 
Who timey-wimey universe.

So, in the spirit of what’s old is new again, let’s declare all of 2019 the Year of Yes 
– Part 2.

Shonda (cuz I feel like if we met, she’d let me enjoy the fun of first names) writes 
a book filled with invitations for introverts to say yes – in so many wild and 
wonderful writer-ly ways. We’re all in this year of yes together, even if we only 
pull of one major yes.

Shonda Rhimes – New Phone, Who This?

First up, quick recap on who Shonda Rhimes is. No judgment if you don’t know. 
It’s like that song you keep hearing and you looooove but have no idea who sang 
it or, even more esoteric, who wrote it.

Shonda Rhimes is most famous as the creator of the hit TV series Grey’s 
Anatomy, who powered to the top with other popular TV shows like the Grey’s 
spin-off Private Practice and the political thriller Scandal. She exec produces 
ABC’s How To Get Away With Murder and stepped up her game with a multi-
year development deal with Netflix Original series.

Cheryl Laughlin

A Year of Yes 
[Shonda Rhimes Style]
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She also happens to be a black female triumvirate of awesomeness – writer, 
producer, and director –with universal experiences to inspire us all. And my 
She also happens to be a black female triumvirate of awesomeness – writer, 
producer, and director –with universal experiences to inspire us all. And my 
personal fav, she mirrors a scosh of my own upbringing as a Midwestern please-
and-thank-you female in her 40s. (More about accepting a “thank you” as a yes 
further down.)

Her Shondaland voice bursts through everything she does and, as an introvert 
herself, she rallies introverted writers and reminds us we are more than the 
solitary keyboards we plick away at.

Watch for Your Yes Moments

Year of Yes opens with a quote from Shonda’s Ride or Die character Cristina 
Yang from Grey’s Anatomy, “If you want crappy things to stop happening to you, 
then stop accepting crap and demand something more.”

Shonda grew into a powerhouse TV writer from a creative life built as a child 
playing among the cans of a simple pantry. Hidden away, she ran amok with the 
world-building stepping stones that build a creative life. But a magical internal 
life sometimes leaves writers a bit stumbly when it comes to really living in the 
real world.

It’s comforting to read Shonda’s stepping out and stepping up to so many 
chances at Yes:

• Yes to talking to Oprah and Jimmy Kimmel.
• Yes to inspiring Dartmouth grads with “Pass out, die, poop.” – cuz that’s what 
we secretly fear from public speaking.
• Yes to sussing out real friends, so we have the energy for a firm “no” to users.

Okay, so far no one’s called me to the big yes of talking to Oprah and Jimmy 
Kimmel, but don’t discount your yes stepping stones. Every tough yes leads you 
to becoming a stronger writer with more experiences to draw from. So, how 
about:

• Small YES to attending a local film fest and forcing yourself to talk to just five 
people about films. You never know who you might meet.
• Bigger YES to setting your screenplay free by entering a contest. Your strong 
enough for some helpful story criticism to flow back your way.
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• And maybe another big YES to pitching your script. Come on, this the Year of 
Yes. Get out there.

Try Saying “Yes, Thank You.”

As a female writer, I must admit to extra appreciating the Chapter “Yes, Thank 
You.” I’ve dodged compliments my entire life, like a super ninja thank you 
deflector. So, where’s the yes in accepting a thank you?

To borrow from Shonda, “…I’m going to say YES to accepting any and all 
acknowledgments of personal fabulous awesomeness with a clear, calm ‘Thank 
You’ and a confident smile and nothing more.” Yep, accept a compliment without 
ducking your head, waving it away, or laughing as if it’s all a silly lie.

She shares how shocked she was to see other powerful women in media brush 
away all their accolades. We all have bits and pieces in our backgrounds that 
stop us from accepting a compliment. But not this year. We have to all warm our 
little writer’s souls with any bit of praise to keep us going. Maybe the first baby 
step yes to a compliment is just that simple. Say thank you. You did the hard 
work, accept the kudos!

Say Yes to Writing, No to Procrastination

Oh wait, I just remembered – I’ve been meaning to bake those gluten-free, 
chocolate cream cheese cupcakes I saw on Cupcake Wars… I need Neufchatel 
cream cheese… wait, what the heck is Neufchatel cheese… maybe I should drive 
to Whole Foods… oh shit, I’m supposed to be writing.

The mental slog it takes to get us to the keyboard and writing those pages 
deserves a constant flow of yes energy.

Shonda understands our universal procrastination, “When you sit down to write 
every day, it becomes easier and easier to tap into that creative space inside 
your mind. The faster I can get to that door, the quicker I can get to the good 
stuff. Behind that door is the good stuff.”

Every time we sit down to write, we tromp though that five-mile journey. A slog 
of doodles and distractions and cupcakes to make and films to “research” and 
every other distraction that finally falls away when we hit that laptop.

This yes should be easy for us introvert writers. Writing is our kingdom, our 
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multiverses in the making, our good stuff. Say the hard yes to butt in seat, 
fingertips poised – ready, set, write.

We are all hustling to that big YES of our films getting made, but there are 
so many fabulous yeses we can control along the way. Make this your Year 
of Yes – keep the momentum going, my fellow screenwriters and filmmakers 
extraordinaires!
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